Elements of workplace activities

Match the vocabulary to the pictures.

- laying bricks
- checking cable wire stock
- working with scissors and fabric
- fixing a motherboard or PCB
- looking at color samples
- logging chemical results data
- welding with sparks flying
- looking at blueprints
- preparing visuals and images
- cutting wood
- meeting informally
- surveying
- welding with sparks flying
- sewing clothes

1. Why do you prepare visuals and images?

2. Are you good at working with your hands? Give an example.

3. What kind of stock do you need to check?

4. Where do you meet with people informally?

5. Do you need to log data? About what?

Answer the questions.
Answers

1 preparing visuals and images
2 sewing clothes
3 meeting informally
4 fixing a motherboard or PCB
5 checking cable wire stock
6 looking at color samples
7 looking at blueprints
8 cutting wood
9 working with scissors
10 surveying
11 laying bricks
12 welding with sparks flying
13 logging chemical results data